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technology node. The results also demonstrate that the performance
degradation and variation will grow rapidly with technology and
power supply voltage scaling down.
• Two design techniques, power supply tuning and gate sizing, are
applied for RTN mitigation. The impact of these techniques on
the circuit degradation and variation are investigated. The simulation results show that both techniques can reduce the temporal
degradation and variation.

Abstract—Random telegraph noise (RTN) is one of the critical reliability concerns in nanoscale circuit design, and it is important to
consider the impact of RTN on the circuits’ temporal performance. This
paper proposes a framework to evaluate the RTN-induced performance
degradation and variation of digital circuits, and the evaluation results
show that RTN can result in 54.4% degradation and 59.9% variation
on the circuit delay at 16nm technology node. Power supply tuning and
gate sizing techniques are investigated to demonstrate the impact of such
circuit-level techniques on mitigating the RTN effect.
Index Terms—Random telegraph noise, Performance degradation,
Mitigation technique

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews
previous work on RTN, and Section III introduces the model used
in this paper. Section IV proposes the statistical critical path analysis
technique and the evaluation framework. The RTN-induced temporal
performance degradation and variation in digital circuits are also
evaluated. The impact of design techniques on RTN mitigation is
investigated in Section V.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, a variety of ﬂuctuations, such as Vth ﬂuctuation
and Id ﬂuctuation have attracted attention, as the channel length
of MOSFET devices continue to shrink into the nano-scale regime.
Random telegraph noise (RTN) can cause electrical parameters (such
as Vth and Id ) to exhibit random ﬂuctuations as a function of
time. Recent studies show that the ﬂuctuation due to RTN becomes
quite large and can be more signiﬁcant than the Random Dopant
Fluctuation (RDF) under 22nm regime [1]. For example, the drain
current ﬂuctuation induced by random telegraph noise (RTN) has
already been identiﬁed as a large obstacle in both sub-Vth and superVth operation of digital circuits [2]. The variation of Id due to RTN
can be 40% for 30 × 30nm devices [3].
The physics of RTN has been widely investigated [2]–[5], and the
RTN effect on the memories has also been studied [6]–[10]. Though
some models which can be integrated into HSPICE analysis are proposed in [11]–[13], the impact of RTN effect on the digital circuits’
temporal performance has been rarely studied [14]. Therefore, our
contribution in this paper distinguishes itself in the following aspects:

II. R ELATED W ORK
Over the last decade, the studies mainly focused on understanding
the physics of RTN. Campbell et al. [4] suggested that RTN is
originated from the capture and emission of the channel carriers
by interface traps. They also conducted a systematic study of the
channel length, width, and gate overdrive dependencies for RTN
effects [2], and proposed a new method to characterize the oxide traps
considering the energy band structure of HK/MG MOSFETs [5].
The RTN effects in both SRAM and FLASH memory technologies
have been investigated recently. For example, the RTN in decananometer ﬂash memories was investigated by Ghetti et al. [6], and
statistical distribution of Vth was analyzed. Tega et al. [7] estimated
the impact of RTN on the scaled-down SRAM, and both read/write
margins with or without RTN are simulated. Toh et al. [8] has
shown that Vmin degradation due to RTN is 50mV in 45nm SRAM.
An accurate computational method for trap-level, non-stationary
analysis of RTN in SRAMs is presented by Aadithya et al. [9],
who also proposed a technique for predicting the impact of RTN
on SRAMs/DRAMs in the presence of variability [10]. However, the
continuous-time simulation approach used by Aadithya et al. in [10]
is too complex, and not suitable for circuit performance evaluation.
It is believed that RTN can be also a serious issue in digital circuits.
Leyris et al. [11] proposed a Shockley-Read-Hall based model to
explain the RTN behavior. A methodology to include RTN in circuit
analysis is proposed in [12], and the transient analysis is applied on
the four-quadrant Chible multiplier circuit. Ye et al. [13] proposed
a two-stage L-shaped circuit to generate RTN signal which is fully
compatible with SPICE. The time-domain delay model was used to
simulate and measure the ﬂuctuation in [14], but the approach can
only applied to simple circuits such as SRAM cell and ring oscillator

• This paper proposes a framework for evaluating the impact of
RTN on the circuits’ temporal performance. In this framework,
the “sampling” and statistical critical path analysis techniques
are used to estimate the distribution of the delay ﬂuctuation, and
the “grouping” technique is applied to reduce the complexity of
the probability computation, which reduces the complexity from
O(2N ) to O(N ).
• The impact of RTN on circuit delay degradation and variation is
investigated. The experimental results show that RTN will degrade
the circuit delay, and increase the delay variation. The average
delay degradation is 34.6%, and the variation is 32.1% at 16nm
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where N is the number of oxide traps, q is the elementary charge,
Cox is the unit area capacitance, while W and L are channel width
and channel length respectively [13].
Because the magnitude of single trap RTN sharply goes up as device shrinks [13], this paper targets at the single-trap RTN ﬂuctuation
as shown in Fig. 1(a). Eq. (3) indicates that RTN depends on the area
of the device, but experiments show that the gate overdrive Vgs −Vth
can also affect the RTN amplitude [2]–[4]. Therefore, the maximum
shift in threshold voltage can be extracted from the experimental data,
and is given by
β − λVov
ΔVth =
(4)
W ·L
where Vov = Vgs − Vth is the gate overdrive voltage, β and λ can
be ﬁtted by experimental data. Using PTM device library, the above
model shows that ΔVth of a 16nm device can be as much as
130mV.
ΔVth =

1/f2

Frequency

Time

(a) Time domain
(b) Frequency domain
Fig. 2. Drain current Id due to RTN

because of the extraordinary computation complexity. In this paper,
the delay characterization of circuit will be investigated, and a fast
algorithm will be performed on the circuit-level analysis for RTN.
III. M ODELING R ANDOM T ELEGRAPH N OISE
A. Physics of RTN
As shown in Fig. 1(a), the carrier (the black solid circle) is
occasionally captured by the trap (the red hollow circle) in the oxide,
and it will be emitted back into the channel after a period of time.
Multiple capture/emission events can occur at the same time, as
shown in Fig. 1(b).The traps in the oxide have two states: the “ﬁlled”
state which indicates the carrier is captured by the trap, and the
“empty” state indicating the carrier is emitted back into the channel.
For a given trap, the transition between these two states is inherently
random, and the activity of a single trap can be modeled as a two-state
time-inhomogeneous Markov chain [9].
At time domain, due to the RTN effect, the drain current Id shows
a ﬂuctuational waveform as shown in Fig. 2(a). The high level of
Id corresponds to the low level of RTN, at which the trap is empty
and the carrier is emitted back into the channel. The low level of
Id corresponds to the high level of RTN, at which the trap is ﬁlled
and the carrier is captured by the trap. When the trap is empty, the
carrier is “waiting to be captured”, and the time spent in this state
is the capture time τc . At the other side, when the trap is ﬁlled, the
carrier is “waiting to be emitted”, and the time spent in this state is
the emission time τe [4]. Both the capture time τc and emission time
τe are time-varying, and depend on the position of the traps, the trap
energy level, and the gate overdrive voltage Vgs − Vth [4], [9]. The
typical values of τc and τe are about 1ms ∼ 1000ms [4].
At frequency domain, the power spectral density (PSD) of the drain
current Id shows a Lorentzian shaped spectrum with the slope of
1/f 2 , as shown in Fig. 2(b) [5]. The cut-off frequency is
fcut

1
=
2πτcut

IV. RTN E VALUATION IN D IGITAL C IRCUITS
As described in section II, the capture time τc and emission time
τe are both at the milli-second order [4], while the operation time
of a digital circuit is at the nano-second order. The operation of
the digital circuit is much faster than the transition between high and
low current states, thus during the operation time of the digital circuit
[t, t+Δt), all the traps are considered to keep their ﬁlled/empty states.
Therefore, the “sampling” technique can be applied to evaluate the
impact of RTN on the digital circuits as shown in Fig. 4: the trap
states at time t are sampled to evaluate the RTN-induced temporal
performance of the digital circuit at t.
The trap state of the MOSFET at time t can be described by a
random variable S, which has two values: 0 corresponding to empty
state and 1 corresponding to ﬁlled state. Thus, the threshold voltage
of this MOSFET is expressed as
Vth = Vth0 + S · VR

(5)

where VR is the maximum shift in threshold voltage described by
Eq. (3) and (4).
The probability distribution of the random variable S is determined
by the capture time and emission time, which is given by

⎧
⎨P (S = 0) =

τc
1
=
τc + τe
1+r
⎩P (S = 1) = τe = r
τc + τe
1+r

(1)

The time constant τcut in the above equation is deﬁned as [13]
1
1
1
=
+
τcut
τc
τe

The equivalent circuit of RTN effect

high current state in Fig. 2(a) corresponds to the left device in Fig. 3,
and there is no shift in threshold voltage. The right device shows the
low current state induced by RTN, which is modeled as the voltage
source, and the voltage is given by

Capture/emission process of RTN

τc
Id

C

(6)

where the constant r = τe /τc is the ratio of the emission time to
the capture time, which is a constant only depending on trap energy
level and Fermi level [13].
When the circuit are “sampled” at time t, the threshold voltage of
a given MOSFET is

(2)

B. RTN-induced Vth ﬂuctuation in digital circuits
In order to model the impact of RTN on digital circuits, the
equivalent circuit technique is used [15], as shown in Fig. 3. The

Vth (t) = Vth0 + S(t) · VR
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(7)

If X and Y are independent, the distribution of Z = X + Y can
be calculated by the convolution of the distribute function of X and
Y,

pZ (z) =
(pX (k) · pY (z − k))
(14)

t0 t0+Δt
Vth

k

Fig. 4.

Thus, the distribution of Δτcp can be calculated by using Eq. (14)
recursively, which means Δτ1 + Δτ2 is calculated ﬁrstly, then Δτ3
is added, and ﬁnally all Δτj are sum up.
The distribution of τcp is also determined, since τcp = τcp +
Δτcp , and τcp is a ﬁxed value.
We should notice that the circuit delay τc ≤ x if and only if
all τcp,i ≤ x. Hence, the distribution of τc can be described the
cumulative distribution function (CDF)

Sampling the high and low states of devices induced by RTN

where S(t) is a ﬁxed value: 0 or 1.
Because the traps in the devices are independent, all Si are
independent. Therefore, by the “sampling” technique, Monte-Carlo
simulations can be used to evaluate the circuit performance under
RTN. In Monte-Carlo simulations, one simulation can be considered
as a “sample” of the given circuit, and the value of S can be generated
by randomly choosing 0 or 1. Then, traditional STA tools such as
“PathMill” and “PrimeTime” can be used for subsequent simulation.
However, the Monte-Carlo simulations are time-consuming. Thus,
new technique will be proposed in the following section.

F (x) =

where F (x) is the CDF of τc , and Fi (x) is the CDF of τcp,i .

In this section, the statistical critical path analysis technique is
proposed to evaluate the impact of RTN effect on the temporal
performance of digital circuits.
The circuit delay is determined by a set of critical paths in the
circuit, which is described by



L<N

(8)



First, we construct a new random variable Φ, whose distribution
is deﬁned by

τj

(9)
where m = 0 . . . M − 1, δ =

K · Vdd
A · (Vdd − Vth )α

(16)

pΦ ((m + 0.5)δ) = P (mδ < Φ ≤ (m + 1)δ)

C. RTN evaluation framework
Based on the statistical critical path analysis technique, we propose
the framework of evaluating the impact of RTN effect on digital
circuits, as shown in Fig. 6.
The “STA Tool” which can be invoked by our framework generates
the critical paths through the circuit netlist and gate library, which
is created by the Hspice simulation based on the PTM model. The
“PathMill” tool is invoked in this framework currently. Besides, the
“RTN Vth Calculator” calculates the VR value of all logic gates in
the library, and these values are stored for future analysis.
The “Delay Calculator” calculates the delay distribution of each
critical path based on the algorithm described in Fig. 5, and the delay
distribution of the circuit based on Eq. (15).

⎧
⎪
⎨P (Δτ = 0) =

(12)

Therefore, the delay shift in a given critical path is also a random
variable

Δτj
(13)
Δτcp =
j

Vdd − Vth0,j

(17)

where 2 value discrete distribution is “grouped” to M value discrete
distribution. Our experiments show that M = 20 is often enough.
Obviously, by using the “grouping” technique, the number of
multiplication is less than 2M N . Since M is a constant which can be
speciﬁed before the algorithm, the computation complexity is reduced
to O(N ). This algorithm is described in Fig. 5.

where Δτ is also a random variable, and has the similar probability
distribution as S, which is given by

  ατj · VR,j 

/M , and

L

(11)

1
1+r
⎪
⎩P (Δτ = ατ · VR ) = r
Vdd − Vth0
1+r

Vdd − Vth0,j

pL (x) is the probability density function (PDF) of φL . Here, M
is a user-deﬁned parameter, and larger value of M leads to better
approximation.
Second, the probability distribution of Φ is denoted by the probability of M discrete values, which is given by

(10)

α · S · VR
Δτ
=
τ
Vdd − Vth0

L

ατj · VR,j
j=1

where K is a coefﬁcient related with load capacitance, mobility and
other device parameters, A is the equivalent area of the logic gate,
and α is the velocity saturation index.
Combined with Eq. (5), the shift in gate delay considering RTN
effect can be approximately described as

j

pL (x)

mδ<x≤(m+1)δ

where τj is the delay of k-th gate in this critical path.
The propagation delay of a given logic gate is given by

where Δτcp varies from 0 to



P (mδ < Φ ≤ (m + 1)δ) =

j

τ =

Δτj . This “grouping” technique is described as following.

j=1

where τc is the circuit delay, and τcp,i is the delay of the i-th critical
path.
The delay of a given critical path is
τcp =

(15)

B. Algorithm for calculating critical path delay distribution
From Eq. (12) to (13), we can conclude that the total number of
multiplication is 2N +1 −4, and N is the number of gates in the critical
path. Thus, the computation complexity is O(2N ), which runs very
slow for the long path.
In order to reduce the complexity, we use the “grouping” technique
to construct the approximate distribution of the partial sum φL =

A. Statistical critical path analysis technique

τc = max{τcp,i }

Fi (x)
i

.
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D. Compared with Monte-Carlo simulation
This section will compare the result from the proposed statistical
critical path technique with the Monte-Carlo simulation. The benchmark circuit is “kogge16”, 16nm PTM model is used, and r is
set to 1. The Monte-Carlo simulation result is shown in Fig. 7(a).
The left vertical line represents for the circuit delay without RTN
effect τ0 , which is about 1.39ns and can be considered as the design
speciﬁcation of this circuit. The histogram in Fig. 7(a) represents for
the Monte-Carlo simulation results with RTN. The minimum delay
τmin is 1.55ns, and the maximum delay τmax is 2.0ns. The average
delay τavg is 1.8ns as shown by the right vertical line in Fig. 7(a),
which is 29.3% larger than τ0 .
The result from the statistical critical path technique is shown in
Fig. 7(b), which shows a similar histogram compared with Fig. 7(a).
The minimum delay τmin is 1.5ns, the maximum delay τmax is
2.1ns, and τavg = 1.8ns, which is the same as the Monte-Carlo
simulation.
The above results demonstrate that RTN will be a very serious
obstacle in digital circuit design under deca-nanometer regime, which
exhibits in the following two aspects:
1) The RTN can cause signiﬁcant circuit performance degradation,
resulting a serious timing violation. The possible minimum
delay as shown in Fig. (7) is still lager than τ0 . Thus, RTN
must be considered in the circuit simulation and corresponding
design ﬂow.
2) Even the delay degradation is considered, there still exists
another problem: delay variation. As shown in Fig. 7(b),
the variation is 33.3%. Hence, statistical analysis should be
considered in RTN evaluation.

1.9

2

(b) Statistical critical path

Kogge16 delay ﬂuctuation due to RTN

TABLE I
D ELAY DEGRADATION AND VARIATION DUE TO RTN

RTN Vth
Calculator

Delay
Calculator

0.08

0.02

Gate
Library

Critical
Paths

0.1

0.08

0.04

Algorithm for calculating critical path delay distribution
Circuit
Netlist

0.10

Prob

Prob

Input: Distribution of Δτj , j = 1 . . . N
Maximum number of discrete values M
Output: Distribution of Δτcp
1: L ← 1
2: φL = Δτ1
3: for L = 2 → N do
4:
calculate φL using Eq. (14)
5:
if M < 2L then
6:
construct Φ by grouping technique using Eq. (16) and (17)
7:
end if
8: end for
9: return distribution of Φ

AT

16nm

Circuit

# gates

τ0 (ns)

Δτavg (%)

Δτvar (%)

Time (s)

c432

169

2.273

31.3

19.0

11

c499

204

1.506

49.6

15.2

9

c880

383

1.022

37.6

17.7

3

c1355

548

1.366

21.9

21.6

15

c1908

911

1.478

47.3

32.4

22

c2670

1279

1.854

38.1

17.5

10

c3540

1699

2.123

32.9

34.7

48

c5315

2329

1.723

32.6

35.5

21

c6288

2447

5.399

20.6

30.7

402
41

c7552

3566

1.603

37.5

43.1

array4

69

1.826

40.7

59.6

1

array8

375

3.674

54.4

59.9

47

booth9

412

1.953

34.1

29.3

10

bkung16

81

1.389

28.2

21.2

1

bkung32

165

2.269

27.5

17.4

3

kogge16

81

1.389

28.7

22.7

1

kogge32

164

2.307

27.8

14.8

2

log32

371

1.472

52.0

47.2

1

log64

862

2.052

35.2

59.4

3

Pmult8

356

2.340

35.8

29.0

12

Pmult16

1672

3.880

21.3

36.8

213

Pmult32

6814

7.113

26.1

40.9

2400

34.6

32.1

148.9

Avg.

number of gates, and the third column shows the original delay of the
circuits τ0 . The fourth column shows the average delay degradation
Δτavg = (τavg − τ0 )/τ0 , and the ﬁfth column shows the delay
variation Δτvar = (τmax − τmin )/τavg . The last column shows the
run time of each benchmark.
According to the results in Table I, the average delay degradation
is 34.6%, and the average delay variation is 32.1%. Meanwhile,
the maximum delay degradation can reach up to 54.4%, and the
maximum delay variation is 59.9%.
The average computation time of our RTN evaluation framework is
148.9s. Actually, this run time is dominated by the time of searching
critical paths, and only single search is executed in our framework.
On the other hand, multiple critical-path searching are executed in
Monte-Carlo simulation. Therefore, our proposed framework can be
used for RTN evaluation in large-scale circuits.
F. Technology scaling analysis

E. Circuit delay ﬂuctuation analysis

The scaling down of the technology node shows two trends: the
area scaling down and power supply voltage scaling down. From
Eq. (4), the RTN becomes worse with both the trends. This section

The ISCAS85 and ALU circuits are evaluated using our proposed
framework, while the technology node is 16nm, and r = 1. The
simulation results are shown in Table I. The second column shows the
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Delay degradation and variation using power supply tuning
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investigates the technology dependence of RTN impact on the circuit
temporal performance.
Fig. 8 shows the simulation results of temporal performance
degradation and variation against technology scaling. The bar for
delay degradation (at the downside) and the bar for delay variation
(at the upside) are stacked as one bar. Each circuit corresponds to
four bars, and the leftmost bar to the rightmost one represents for
the results under 16nm, 22nm, 32nm and 45nm respectively. The
results in Fig. 8 show that with technology scaling down, both the
temporal performance degradation and variation increase.
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No sizing

G. Power supply scaling analysis

Fig. 11.

Eq. (4) shows that the RTN impact on the circuit delay can be
affected by the power supply voltage, and the scaling down of power
supply voltage increases the RTN effect.
The performance degradation and variation against the power supply voltage under 16nm are shown in Fig. 9. Each circuit corresponds
to ﬁve bars, and the leftmost bar to the rightmost one represents for
the results under 0.8V, 0.85V, 0.9V, 0.95V and 1.0V respectively.
The results show that with power supply voltage scaling down, both
the temporal performance degradation and variation increase.

Sizing = 1.1

Gate sizing for NAND2

Assuming that the area of a given gate in Eq. (10) becomes γA,
and according to Eq. (4), the RTN-induced delay of this gate after
sizing can be expressed as
τs =

K · Vdd
γA · (Vdd − Vth0 − SVR /γ)α

(18)

where the sizing coefﬁcient γ > 1.
Thus the delay will degrade by
Δτs =

V. RTN M ITIGATION IN D IGITAL C IRCUITS
In this section, we apply power supply tuning and gate sizing techniques on the digital circuits, and simply demonstrate the efﬁciency
of such techniques on mitigating the RTN-induced delay degradation
and variation.

α · SVR
1
−1+ 2
τi
γ
γ (Vdd − Vth0 )

(19)

Compared to Eq. (11), we can get that sizing can mitigate the
delay degradation due to RTN. Meanwhile, the term 1/γ 2 indicates
that the delay variation can be also reduced, which is similar to the
variation induced by random dopant ﬂuctuation (RDF) [16].
The gate sizing technology on “NAND2” gate is shown in Fig. 11.
The original delay with no RTN effect is 0.195ns. The left bar is the
possible delay with no sizing, which varies from 0.195ns to 0.294ns.
The right bar represents for the delay with the sizing coefﬁcient γ =
1.1, which varies from 0.178ns to 0.242ns. The delay improvement
is 26.7%, and the delay variation can be reduced by 35.4%.
The above results show that a larger gate has smaller RTN-induced
delay degradation and variation, thus in the standard-cell design ﬂow,
the original logic gates can be replaced by the corresponding larger
gates in the library. Two replacement strategies may be applied: “full”
replacement (replace all the gates with the larger ones) or “critical”
replacement (only replace the gates along the critical path).
The “kogge16” circuit under 16nm is used for assessment of the
impact of gate sizing and replacement technique. The amount of 38%
gates are replaced with critical replacement strategy. Thus, the area
overhead of full replacement is γ − 1, while the area overhead of
critical replacement is 0.38(γ − 1). The simulation results are shown
in Fig. 12. Both τmin and τmax decrease with the sizing coefﬁcient
γ increases. The full and critical replacement have similar effect on
the minimum delay τmin , while the maximum delay τmax of full

A. Power supply tuning
Previous section shows that increasing power supply Vdd will
reduce threshold voltage degradation. Thus, we could reduce the
circuit delay by tuning Vdd .
As shown in Fig. 10, we take “c432” circuit under 16nm as
an example. The rectangles represent for the possible circuit delay
[τmin , τmax ] with RTN effect, while the triangle points represent for
the original circuit delay τ0 without RTN. We choose τ0 at 0.9V as
the design speciﬁcation (the horizontal line in Fig. 10). With no Vdd
tuning, the average delay degradation is 31.3%, and the variation is
19.0% as shown in Table I. If the power supply voltage increases to
0.95V, we can ﬁnd that the rectangle is almost below the speciﬁcation
line, which means Vdd tuning can make the circuit delay meet the
design speciﬁcation, and the variation is reduced by 26.3%. On the
other hand, the power consumption will increase by 11.4%.
B. Gate sizing and replacement
From Eq. (4), we know that RTN strongly depends on the area of
the MOSFET device. Thus, this section investigates the effect of gate
sizing and replacement technique on mitigating RTN effect.
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replacement is 4% less than critical replacement. In practice, the
critical replacement should be used because the area overhead is 62%
smaller with the same γ. The results show that τmax can be reduced
by 14% with 15% area overhead (γ = 1.4) using critical replacement,
while the delay variation can be reduced by 22%.
VI. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposes a framework for evaluating both
the digital circuits’ temporal performance degradation and variation
induced by RTN for the ﬁrst time. The evaluation results show that
the average degradation and variation under 16nm can be 34.6% and
32.1% respectively. Two design techniques, power supply tuning and
gate sizing, are applied to mitigate the RTN effect in digital circuits,
and simulation results show that these techniques have limited effects,
where the degradation and variation cannot be eliminated completely.
The RTN-induced ﬂuctuations are independent in all the devices,
which causes very random performance distribution in digital circuits.
Design techniques, such as power supply and gate sizing investigated
in our paper, are not effective enough to mitigate RTN effect.
Enough performance margin should be reserved in design ﬂow to
compensate the impact of RTN. Therefore, more efﬁcient circuitlevel and architectural-level techniques should be investigated in our
future work.
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